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Background: history, setup, priors

2

Examples of Bayes in astronomy

3

Approximate Bayesian computation (ABC)

(Hopeful) Take away: Bayesian methods can be beneficial in a
variety of ways and area of astronomy
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Bayesian textbooks in astronomy and cosmology

Andreon and
Weaver (2015)

Hilbe et al. (2017)

Hobson (2010)

Bayesian Astrostatistics: A Backward Look to the Future
Loredo (2013)
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Background: history, setup,
priors
Examples of Bayes in astronomy
ABC
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Reverend Thomas Bayes (1701 - 1761)

Born in London; Presbyterian minister
‘His work on ‘An Essay towards solving a
Problem in the Doctrine of Chances”
was published by a friend after Bayes’
death (in 1763)
Image: library.bayesia.com

Bayes’ Rule
Let A and B be two events. Then
P(A | B) =

P(AB)
P(B | A)P(A)
=
P(B)
P(B)

−→ conditional probabilities.
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Posterior distribution
The posterior for θ given observed data x obs :
Likelihood

Prior

Data

z }| { z}|{
z}|{
p(x obs | θ) · p(θ)
p(θ | x obs ) = R
∝ p(x obs | θ)p(θ)
p(x obs | θ)p(θ)dθ
The prior distribution allows you to “easily” incorporate your
beliefs about the parameter(s) of interest
Posterior is a distribution on the parameter space given the
observed data
Can calculate quantities like posterior means:
Z ∞
E (θ | x obs ) =
θπ(θ | x obs )dθ
−∞
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Choosing a prior (some examples)
Informative/Subjective prior: choose a prior that reflects our
belief/uncertainty about the unknown parameter
- Based on experience of the researcher from previous studies,
scientific or physical considerations, other sources of information
? Example: For a prior on the mass of a star in a Milky Way-type
galaxy, you likely would not use an infinite interval

Non-informative (objective, vague) prior: do not favor any value of
parameter (at least that is generally the goal)
Hierarchical models: put a prior on the prior
Conjugate priors: priors selected for convenience

Image: sharonjurdevents.com
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Classical/Frequentist methods for inference consider θ to be fixed
and unknown
−→ performance of methods evaluated by repeated sampling
−→ consider all possible data sets
Bayesian methods consider θ to be random
−→ only consider observed data set

Image: www.pinnacle.com
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Beyond Bayesian and Frequentist?
Fiducial inference (Fisher, 1930, 1933,
1935)
Fisher claimed posterior probability is
“fundamentally false and devoid of
foundation”

Sir Ronald Aylmer Fisher
Image: blogs.adelaide.edu.au

Generalized fiducial inference (Hannig, 2009, 2013), Confidence
distributions (Xie and Singh, 2013; Nadarajah et al., 2015),
Inferential models (Martin and Liu, 2013)
Bayesian, Fiducial, and Frequentist (BFF)
Conference Series
BFF = Best Friends Forever
Image: clipart-library.com
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Some points about priors
What to do if we don’t have relevant prior information? What if
our model is too complex to know what reasonable priors are?
Desire is for a prior that does not favor any particular value on
the parameter space
? Side note: some may have philosophical issues with this (e.g.
R.A. Fisher, which lead to fiducial inference)
It turns out priors can be improper (i.e. they integrate to ∞
rather than 1), so you need to verify that the resulting
posterior distribution is proper
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Improper priors in astronomy
Tak et al. (2017) investigates “How proper are Bayesian models in the
astronomy literature?”
Considers 75 (Bayesian) articles from ApJ and MNRAS published between
January 1, 2017 and October 15, 2017
None of the the 75 articles mentions posterior propriety
Your MCMC posterior can appear to be a converged and proper posterior;
however, it may not actually be a legitimate probability distribution
If you select improper priors you have to check analytically if it will lead to a
proper posterior

24/75 (32%) need to prove posterior propriety
20/75 (26.67%) of those also have issues with reproducibility of the research
11

Counterintuitive posterior can result from prior

Image/caption:
https://stat.rutgers.edu/home/mxie/RCPapers/BayesianQuestion.htm
More details in Xie et al. (2013); resolution uses Confidence Distributions
12

Background: history, setup, priors

Examples of Bayes in
astronomy
ABC
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Hierarchical Bayesian Modeling
Kelly (2007): Some Aspects of Measurement Error in Linear
Regression of Astronomical Data
Mandel et al. (2011): Type Ia supernova light curve inference:
Hierarchical models in the optical and near-infrared
Eadie et al. (2015): Estimating the Galactic Mass Profile in the
Presence of Incomplete Data
Wolfgang et al. (2016): Probabilistic Mass-Radius Relationship for
Sub-Neptune-Sized Planets
Bayesian emulators in precision cosmology
Heitmann et al. (2006): Cosmic Calibration

Weisz et al. (2013) considers inference on the stellar initial mass
function using a Bayesian framework
14

Stellar Initial Mass Function (IMF)

The distribution of star masses after a star formation event within
a specified volume of space
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ONC data from Da Rio et al. (2012)
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Examples of IMF models
Power-law: Salpeter (1955)
- Used a power law with α = 2.35

Broken power-law: Kroupa (2001)
Φ(M) ∝ M −αi , M1i ≤ M ≤ M2i
α1 = 0.3
α2 = 1.3
α3 = 2.3

∗
for 0.01 ≤ M/MSun
≤ 0.08 [Sub-stellar]
for 0.08 ≤ M/MSun ≤ 0.50
for 0.50 ≤ M/MSun ≤ Mmax

Log-Normal model: Chabrier (2003)


dn
(log m − log 0.08)2
ξ(log m) =
= 0.158 × exp −
d log m
2(0.69)2
∗

1 MSun = 1 Solar Mass (the mass of our Sun)
16

Typical approach to inference: χ2 minimization on binned data
(using the bins that had enough observations)
Bayesian model: Weisz et al. (2013)
- Use the broken power-law parametrization of Kroupa (2001)
- Focuses on the high-mass end (Star mass > 2M/MSun ) of young
stellar clusters
- Assumes a likelihood function and does MCMC

17

Figure: Weisz et al. (2013)
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Figure: Weisz et al. (2013)
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Background: history, setup, priors
Examples of Bayes in astronomy

ABC
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The posterior for θ given observed data x obs :
p(θ | x obs ) = R

p(x obs | θ)p(θ)
∝ p(x obs | θ)p(θ)
p(x obs | θ)p(θ)dθ

Approximate Bayesian Computation
“Likelihood-free” approach to approximating p(θ | x obs )
(p(x obs | θ) not specified)
Proceeds via simulation of the forward process
Why would we not know p(x obs | θ)?
1
2
3

Physical model too complex
Strong dependency in data
Observational limitations

Some Astronomy ABC examples: Cameron and Pettitt (2012);
Schafer and Freeman (2012); Weyant et al. (2013); Akeret et al.
(2015); Ishida et al. (2015)
21

Back to the Stellar IMF
Let’s consider an ABC algorithm using the canonical IMF model as
the forward process
Assume stellar masses are independent draws from the IMF
Useful for selecting appropriate summary statistics and distance
functions
Can account for various observational limitations and uncertainties

One can make the forward model more complicated
(Cisewski-Kehe et al., Under revision), we here we will consider a
case where we can determine the true posterior in order to
compare it with the ABC posterior.
Next we will go through some observational limitations of the IMF
and build a likelihood, then we will go back to discussing details
about ABC
22

IMF Likelihood

Start with a power-law distribution: each star’s mass is
independently drawn from a power law distribution with density
!
1−α
f (m) =
m−α , m ∈ (Mmin , Mmax )
1−α
1−α
Mmax
− Mmin
Then the likelihood is

L(α | m1:ntot ) =

1−α
1−α
1−α
Mmax − Mmin

!ntot
×

ntot
Y

mi−α

i=1

ntot = total number of stars in cluster

23

Observational limitations: aging
Lifecycle of star depends on mass → more massive stars die faster
Cluster age of τ Myr → only observe stars with masses
< Tage ≈ τ −1/3 × 104/3
Then the likelihood is

L(α | m1:nobs , ntot ) =

1−α
1−α
1−α
Tage
− Mmin

nobs

nobs
Y

!
mi−α

× P(M > Tage )ntot −nobs

i=1

ntot = # of stars in cluster
nobs = # stars observed in cluster

Image: http://scioly.org
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Observational limitations: completeness
(example) Completeness function:

m < Cmin

0,
m−Cmin
P(observing star | m) = Cmax −C , m ∈ [Cmin , Cmax ]
min


1,
m > Cmax
Probability of observing a particular star given its mass
Depends on the flux limit, stellar crowding, etc.

Image: NASA, J. Trauger (JPL), J. Westphal (Caltech)
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Excerpt from Da Rio et al. (2012)
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Observational limitations: measurement error

Incorporating log-normal measurement error gives our final likelihood:

L(α | m1:nobs , ntot ) =
P(M > Tage ) +
nobs

×

Y
i=1

×

(Z

Tage

1−α
1−α
Mmax

2 −1
(2πσ ) 2

2

I {M > Cmax } +

−

!Z

1−α
Mmin

Cmax

M

−α

×

Cmin

1 (log(m )−log(M))2
−1 −
i
mi e 2σ2

M − Cmin
Cmax − Cmin

1−

!

M − Cmin

1−α
1−α
Mmax
− Mmin
!
)

I {Cmin ≤ M ≤ Cmax }

!n

!

Cmax − Cmin
!
1−α

tot −nobs

dM

M

−α

dM
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Data before and after observational effects
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Sample size = 1000 stars, [Cmin , Cmax ] = [2, 4], σ = 0.25
Remember: in this case we know the likelihood so we can compare
the true and ABC posteriors - but one can make the forward model
more complicated and make the observational effects more realistic.
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For the observed data x obs and prior p(θ)
Algorithm 1 Basic ABC Algorithm
1: Sample θprop from prior p(θ)
2: Generate xprop from forward process F (x | θprop )
3: Accept θprop if x obs = xprop
4: Return to step 1
Introduced in Tavaré et al. (1997); Pritchard et al. (1999)
(population genetics)
Conceptually in Rubin (1984)
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Binomial illustration

Data are a sample of 1’s and 0’s coming from Yi ∼ Bernoulli(p)
where n = sample size, θ = P(Y = 1).

P
Likelihood is p(y | θ) = yn θy (1 − θ)n−y , where y = ni=1 yi
(but we will pretend we do not know this).
Need to determine a distance function, ρ. Use the following:
ρ(y , x) =

1
|y − x|
n

Hence ρ(y , x) = 0 if the generated dataset x has the same number
of 1’s as y .

30

Binomial illustration: posterior

31

It turns out that θacc is a draw from the posterior if
P(Accept θprop | θprop = θ) ∝ p(x obs |θ) (the likelihood)
This provides a basis for assessing the quality of the ABC
approximation
To achieve this, we could accept θprop if xprop = x obs (i.e. accept
θprop that reproduce the x obs exactly)
−→ Of course, this is not practical (way too slow!)
Instead, accept θprop if xprop is“close to” x obs using some chosen
distance metric ∆.
Accept θprop if ∆(xprop , x obs ) < , otherwise discard
 = tolerance (we want this to be small)
32

Toy Example: Assume we have a single observation, x obs , from a
Gaussian with mean θ and variance one.
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4

x

Depicts the convolution
Z
φ (x, x obs )f (x | θ) dx = P(Accept θprop | θprop = θ)
for case where x obs = 1, θ = 0 (left) / θ = 1 (right),  = 0.1.
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Note: Acceptance probability curve has been normalized so the area under the curve is 1.
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Summary statistics

Comparing xprop with x obs is not generally computationally feasible
For example, when x is high-dimensional,  will need to be too
large in order to keep the acceptance probability reasonable.
Instead, compare (lower dimensional) summaries, S(xprop ) and
S(x obs ).
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For observations x obs , distance function ρ, and (small) tolerance 
Algorithm 2 Basic ABC Algorithm
1: for i = 1 to N do
2:
while ρ (S(x obs ), S(xprop )) >  do
3:
Propose θprop by drawing θprop from prior p(θ)
4:
Generate xprop from forward process F (x | θprop )
5:
Calculate summary statistics {S(x obs ), S(xprop )}
6:
end while
7:
θ(i) ← θprop
8: end for
ABC posterior based on {θ(1) , θ(2) , . . . , θ(N) } = {θ(i) }N
i=1
{θ(i) }N
i=1 are often referred to as particles

36

ABC in a nutshell

“The basic idea behind ABC is that using a representative
(enough) summary statistic η coupled with a small (enough)
tolerance  should produce a good (enough) approximation to the
posterior...”
Marin et al. (2012)
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Gaussian illustration
Data x obs consists of 25 iid draws from Normal(µ, 1)
Summary statistics S(x) = x̄
Distance function ∆(S(xprop ), S(x obs )) = |x̄prop − x̄obs |
Tolerance  = 1 and 0.08
Prior π(µ) = Normal(0,10)
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Gaussian illustration: posteriors for µ
−→ Different tolerances ( = 1 vs  = 0.08)
3.0

N:1000, n:25
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µinput

-1.0
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0.5

1.0
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Gaussian illustration: posteriors for µ
−→ Different summary statistics (sample mean vs sample median)
3.0

N:1000, n:25

0.0
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Density
1.5 2.0
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True Posterior
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µinput
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−→ choice of summary statistic(s) is(are) important
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IMF model: summary stat and dist functions
Instead of trying to match the masses of each individual star in the
observed stellar cluster, we consider the following as our summary
statistics and distance functions:
1

Shape of the observed Mass Function
Z n
o2 1/2
ˆ
ˆ
ρ1 (Msim , Mobs ) =
flog Msim (x) − flog Mobs (x) dx

2

Number of stars observed
ρ2 (Msim , Mobs ) = max {|1 − nsim /nobs | , |1 − nobs /nsim |}

Msim = masses of the stars simulated from the forward model
Mobs = masses of observed stars
nsim = number of stars simulated from the forward model
nobs = number of observed stars
41

Sequential ABC

Main idea
Instead of starting the ABC algorithm over with a smaller tolerance
(), use the already sampled particle system as a proposal
distribution rather than drawing from the prior distribution.
Particle system:
(1) retained sampled values, (2) importance weights

Some references:
Beaumont et al. (2009); Moral et al. (2011); Bonassi and West (2004)
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Algorithm 3 ABC - Population Monte Carlo algorithm∗
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:

At iteration t = 1
(i)
Basic ABC sampler to obtain {θ1 }N
i=1
(i)
Set importance weights W1 = 1/N for i = 1, . . . , N
for t = 2 to T do 

(i)
(i)
Set τt2 = 2 · var {θt−1 , Wt−1 }N
i=1
for i = 1 to N do
while ρ (S(x obs ), S(xprop )) > t do
(i)
(i) N
Draw θ0 from {θt−1 }N
i=1 with probabilities {Wt−1 }i=1
Propose θprop ∼ N(θ0 , τt )
Generate xprop from F (x | θprop )
Calculate summary statistics {S(x obs ), S(xprop )}
end while
(i)
θt ← θprop


(i)

14:

ft(i) ←
W

π θt
h
i
(i)
(j)
τt−1 (θt −θt−1 )

(j)
Wt−1 φ
j=1

PN

15:
end for
PN f(i)
(i)
ft(i) }N
16:
{Wt }Ni=1 ← {W
i=1 /
i=1 Wt
17: end for
Decreasing tolerances 1 ≥ · · · ≥ T , φ(·) is the density function of a N(0, 1)
From Beaumont et al. (2009)
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Gaussian illustration: sequential posteriors
N:1000, n:25
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IMF Simulation Study: forward model
Draw from

f (m) =

1−α
1−α
60
− 21−α



m−α , m ∈ (2, 60)

Age 30 Myrs
Observational completeness:
P(obs | m) =



0,

m−2
,
 2


1,

m<2
m ∈ [2, 4]
m > 4.

Uncertainty: log M = log m + 0.25η (with η ∼ N(0, 1))
Prior: α ∼ U[0, 6]
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IMF Simulation Study parameters
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Results

(B) Posterior predictive IMF
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There are other variations of ABC that may prove useful in your
setting (Marin et al., 2012)
Beaumont et al. (2002) introduces a post-processing adjustment
(using local regression) to the simulation output in order to use
more of the simulated draws (with extensions in Blum and François
(2010))
Useful resources
Intro: Csilléry et al. (2010) Approximate Bayesian Computation
(ABC) in practice
Python: cosmoabc from Ishida et al. (2015)
R: abc from Csillery et al. (2012), EasyABC from Jabot et al.
(2013)
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Background: history, setup, priors
Examples of Bayes in astronomy
ABC

Concluding Remarks

A Bayesian framework has been used in a variety of problems in
astronomy
Hierarchical Bayesian Models can be particularly useful for
capturing complex physical phenomena
If you take a Bayesian approach, be sure to clearly specify your
prior (and check for posterior propriety if you use an improper prior)
ABC can be a useful tool when data are too complex to define a
reasonable likelihood, but it must be handled with care
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Background: history, setup, priors
Examples of Bayes in astronomy
ABC

Concluding Remarks

A Bayesian framework has been used in a variety of problems in
astronomy
Hierarchical Bayesian Models can be particularly useful for
capturing complex physical phenomena
If you take a Bayesian approach, be sure to clearly specify your
prior (and check for posterior propriety if you use an improper prior)
ABC can be a useful tool when data are too complex to define a
reasonable likelihood, but it must be handled with care

THANK YOU!!!
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